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Thanks to more than 10 years of experience leading a team of local specialists originally
called Veronality, we became a worthy business partner touring the main cities of North
Italy: Venice, Verona, Milan, Turin and Lake Garda. We live locally designing experiences
to go beyond our guests’ expectations

HERE IS WAYS
We are the In-Destination Management Company of northern Italy
providing a wide range of services including day touring, activities,
transportation & local experiences. We are your business on the
ground, we are there when you need us and out of the sight when
you don’t want

By providing every experience with our in-house team we can guarantee the high quality of every service



IT'S ABOUT EXPERIENCE
RESPONSIBLY
We feel the responsibility of being part of a
community. This is very important for us not
only to involve you in our present, but also
as an essential element to support and
develop for a sustainable future

Certification
for sustainable
Tour operator

Agenda 2030
Sustainable

Development
Goals

100% certificate
renewable

energy

Carbon
neutrality
footprint

Download latest annual report  ↓
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WAYS STANDARDS

Ways is a team of selected local
guides and tour leaders that
personally design, create and provide
curated itineraries for 5-star
experiences with daily departure.

With Ways you can afford to live an
authentic travel experience even
respecting the containment rules of
the Covid-19. We can guarantee high
levels of safety and hygiene during
the tour or experience.

We ask guests to arrive at the
meeting point at least 10 minutes in
advance. In case of delay the
emergency phone number is:
+39 327 4674 179

HEALTH & SAFETY MEASURES

GENERAL INFORMATION

Pre-packaged small-group and private day
tours to discover the best of northern Italy,
starting from Venice, Verona, Milan and Turin.
Local experts at your disposal for 5-star tours
and activities.

Ways can help your travelers exploring more
than a touristic way, we can open doors to a
world of possibilities for high touch cultural
experiences

Read more

Ways guarantee full refund for
cancellations received within 24
hours from the departure of shared
small-group tours and within 7 days
for private group tour.

CANCELLATION POLICY

Read more
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https://waystours.com/health-safety/
https://waystours.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/CANCELLATION-POLICY-WAYS.pdf


DAY TOURS AND ACTIVITIES

Verona Walking Tour
Arena Skip-the-line Tour
Best of Verona Walking Tour with Arena
Verona Bike Tour
Verona Food & Wine Walking Tour
Verona Food & Bike Tour

CITY TOURS

Verona Risotto and Pasta Cooking Class
Verona Gelato Making Class

cooking classes

Sirmione and Lake Garda Tour from Verona
Amarone Wine Tour from Verona
Amarone Wine e-Bike Tour
Amarone Wine Grand Tour from Verona
Dolomites Day Trip from Verona
Venice Day Trip from Verona
Lake Garda Day Trip from Verona
Palladian Villas Day Trip from Verona

EXCURSIONS

VERONA Waystours ©
Verona, Ponte Pietra



VERONA TRANSFER SERVICE

Verona VRN airport - city center
Verona VRN airport - train station
Verona train station - city center
Verona - Sirmione
Verona - Valpolicella

Mercedes sedan

69 €
69 €
53 €
175 €
110 €

maximum 2 passengers and 2 medium size luggage
+ 2 carry-on; prices per single daily service:

Verona VRN airport - city center
Verona VRN airport - train station
Verona train station - city center
Verona - Sirmione
Verona - Valpolicella

Mercedes van

89 €
89 €
65 €
210 €
140 €

maximum 6 passengers and 4/6 medium size luggage
+ 6 carry-on; prices per single daily service:

Prices include agent commissions and taxes



Departure: Everyday at 10:00 am
Group: min 2 - max 12

Duration: 2 hours
Meeting: Verona, Via Ristori 7, in front of the theatre

 
Inclusions:

Licensed guide

Follow the guide, your local insider, and stroll
through the old town to discover the most beautiful

places of the city. Discover the lanes, streets squares
of the city, stopping to admire, from the outside, the

most important monuments. See the medieval
Castelvecchio and its Scaligero Bridge, the Gavi's

arch and learn about the ancient Roman past of the
city. After a short walk you'll reach the iconic Piazza
Bra and the Arena amphitheater, one of the symbols

of the city, famous for the Opera season that takes
place here every summer. Listen to stories and

curiosities about the Roman structure of the city and
see the ruins still well preserved. Pass by Porta

Borsari and stroll along one of the most beautiful
streets of Verona until the famous Piazza delle Erbe,

the ancient Roman forum. Here you'll admire the
frescoes of the elegant palaces, the local market and

the beautiful Torre dei Lamberti. On the shade of the
tower there's a beautiful square: Piazza dei Signori,

where you'll see the famous statue of Dante
Alighieri, world-famous Italian poet. Finally you'll

listen to legends and tales about Romeo and Juliet
and see the romantic balcony. With the guide you'll

get in touch with Veronese culture and traditions
and discover the value of this charming city.

VERONA
WALKING TOUR

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

35 €

25 €

25 €

free

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

160 €

160 €

160 €

160 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

LICENSED

CITY GUIDE

UNESCO

HERITAGE

For more details and updated information
please check the website page
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Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/verona-walking-tour/
https://waystours.com/experience/verona-walking-tour/


Departure: Tuesday to Sunday at 12:30 pm
Group: min 2 - max 12
Duration: 30 minutes

Meeting: Verona, Arena, Gate 5, next to the ticket office
 

Inclusions:
Licensed guide

Entrance ticket to the Arena Museum

Meet the local guide in Piazza Bra and start to visit,
during a 30 minutes express guided tour, the famous

Arena: the great Roman amphitheatre of Verona.
Enter with your priority ticket and listen to the local

expert telling you about Arena construction, its
current and ancient use, and the historical legends
behind it. Walk under the old marble arcades and

listen to stories of gladiators and of the ancient
Roman games that used to take place here. Admire

the preserved ‘Ala’, which is the only piece remaining
of the outer third circle. Discover facts and

anecdotes about the long and extraordinary history
of the great amphitheater. The Arena, which

survived an earthquake in the 12th century, is still
nowadays the city’s favorite open-air Opera hall, for

its unique sound quality and history. Nowadays it’s
famous for the Opera season that started in 1913

with the world-famous Aida. During this tour don’t
forget your camera: from the top of the Arena you
can enjoy a 360° view on the beautiful Piazza Bra.

After this express tour you’ll know everything about
the most famous and beautiful Verona monument.

ARENA
SKIP-THE-LINE TOUR

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

25 €

25 €

15 €

free

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

86 €

128 €

174 €

216 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

LICENSED

CITY GUIDE

SKIP THE LINE

TICKET

For more details and updated information
please check the website page
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Prices include agent commissions and taxes
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Departure: Tuesday to Sunday at 10:00 am
Group: min 2 - max 12

Duration: 3 hours (including short break)
Meeting: Verona, Via Ristori 7, in front of the theatre

 
Inclusions:

Licensed guide
Entrance ticket to the Arena Museum

Follow the guide, your local insider, and stroll
through the old town to discover the most beautiful

places of the city. Discover the lanes, streets,
squares of the city, stopping to admire the most

important monuments. See the medieval
Castelvecchio and its Scaligero Bridge, the Gavi's

arch and learn about the ancient Roman past of the
city.Pass by Porta Borsari and stroll along one of the

most beautiful streets of Verona until the famous
Piazza delle Erbe, the ancient Roman forum. Here

you'll admire the frescoes of the elegant palaces, the
local market and the beautiful Torre dei Lamberti.

On the shade of the tower there's a beautiful square:
Piazza dei Signori, where you'll see the famous

statue of Dante Alighieri, world-famous Italian poet.
Listen to legends and tales about Romeo and Juliet
and see the romantic balcony. With the guide you'll

get in touch with Veronese culture and traditions
and discover the value of this charming city.Finally

reach the Arena for a 30 minutes express tour.
Explore the great Roman amphitheatre of Verona,

enter with your priority ticket and listen to the local
expert telling you about Arena construction, its

current and ancient use, and the historical legends
behind it. With your local guide you'll get in touch
with Veronese culture and traditions and discover

the value of this charming city.

Best of Verona
Walking Tour

with Arena

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

57 €

47 €

37 €

free

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

230 €

276 €

318 €

368 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

LICENSED

CITY GUIDE

UNESCO

HERITAGE

For more details and updated information
please check the website page
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Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/best-of-verona-walking-tour-with-arena-skip-the-line/
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Departure: Everyday at 9:30 am
Group: min 2 - max 12

Duration: 3 hours
Meeting: Verona, Via Ristori 7, in front of the theatre

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

City bike
Helmet

Follow your local guide around the main squares and
ancient monuments of Verona on an easy ride that
will give you a great overview of the city in a short
time. Pedal along the ancient streets and charming

squares of the old town and discover the most
remarkable spots and the authentic hidden gems of

the enchanting Verona. Start the tour passing by the
medieval Castelvecchio and the Scaligero Bridge,
pedal along the Adige river and see Ponte Pietra

bridge and Castel San Pietro, one of the most iconic
places of Verona. Don’t forget to bring your camera!

Verona is so photogenic all year round. See Roman
ruins and ride until the beautiful Piazza delle Erbe

where you'll admire the frescoes of the elegant
palaces, the local market and the beautiful Torre dei

Lamberti. Finally cycle with the local guide and reach
the world-famous Arena di Verona, pedal in the

fascinating Piazza Bra, the largest square of Verona
and learn about the ancient past of the Roman

amphitheater, the gladiator games and the annual
Opera season. At the end of the tour you'll go back

to the starting point

VERONA
BIKE TOUR

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

39 €

29 €

N.A.

N.A.

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

198 €

220 €

240 €

264 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

LICENSED

CITY GUIDE

EQUIPPED

CITY BIKE

For more details and updated information
please check the website page
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Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/verona-bike-tour/
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Departure: Tuesday to Sunday at 10:00 am
Group: min 2 - max 10

Duration: 3.5 hours
Meeting: Verona, Via Ristori 7, in front of the theatre

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Food and wine tastings

Follow your local foodie, live a one-of-a-kind
experience and, just like a real local, start your day in
the right way drinking an authentic Italian espresso.
This is how this culinary journey begins and after a
brief stroll near majestic Arena, you'll deepen into

the original local delicacies. After a very Italian
beginning, a classic aperitif is waiting for you. You'll
stop in one of the most traditional "Osterie" of the

city, where you will savor some local products, such
as Soppressa (a type of salami), Monte Veronese

cheese and the famous meatballs from Verona. The
next step will make your mouth water: enjoy a

traditional dish and discover some local culinary
traditions with your expert guide. Continue your visit

in the food district of Verona, where the most
"Osterie" and botteghe are located, and enjoy the

great wines of the city. Then discover the flavors of
the traditional local wines, such as the Valpolicella
red wine, or the white wines coming from the East

of Verona and Lake Garda. Finally, stop in an
historical Gelateria to taste a yummy artisanal Gelato

to refresh your mouth. This tour will allow you to
see Verona from a brand-new perspective, made of

great simplicity and unique flavors.
A tour has never been so tasty.

VERONA
FOOD & WINE

WALKING TOUR

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

75 €

65 €

65 €

n.a.

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

290 €

396 €

504 €

616 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

LICENSED

CITY GUIDE

FOOD & WINE

TASTINGS

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Verona, wine shop

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/verona-food-wine-tour/
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Choose your bike and follow the local foodie, your
insider for one day to reach three different Osterias

and discover where locals go to spend their free
time. This 3-hours bike tour is a great introduction to

the different tastes of Veronese cuisine and local
lifestyle, in a funny and engaging way. The first stop

is a typical Osteria which is mainly visited by local
people and it is located in one of the central districts
of the city. Begin this delicious itinerary tasting one

of the typical aperitif nibbles and a glass of local
wine.Continue towards the city centre to stop in
another typical local Osteria and visit in the food

district of Verona, where the most traditional
botteghe are located, and enjoy the great wines of

the city. You can taste some delicacies like the local
Monte Veronese cheese and the Soppressa salami

and discover the aromas of the traditional local
wines, such as the Valpolicella red wine, or the white

wines coming from the East of Verona and Lake
Garda.Next, continue the cycle till you pass all the

major historical sites, to reach the last Osteria,
where you will have the chance to sample others

famous white wines of the Verona area such as
Lugana and Custoza; don't miss the opportunity to

taste the famous Spritz Veneto, just like a real local.
This tour will allow you to see Verona from a brand-

new perspective, made of great simplicity and
unique flavors. A tour has never been so tasty.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 3:30 pm
Group: min 2 - max 10

Duration: 3 hours
Meeting: Verona, Via Ristori 7, in front of the theatre

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Food and wine tastings
City bike

Helmet

VERONA
FOOD & BIKE TOUR

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

59 €

59 €

n.a.

n.a.

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

270 €

356 €

444 €

528 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

EQUIPPED

CITY BIKE

FOOD & WINE

TASTINGS

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Verona, Osteria

Prices include agent commissions and taxes
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Experience an hands-on cooking class with a
Veronese chef that will share with you the best

techniques to prepare an authentic Italian meal. The
chef will cook alongside you, teach you and follow

you step-by-step to complete the recipes together.
You’ll really feel like home in our kitchen and you’ll

learn what makes Italian food so good. Get tips and
suggestions about basic Italian cooking techniques

to enhance the natural flavors of the food and you’ll
discover that you don’t need a great effort to create
a delicious meal. You will prepare some tasty dishes

including Hand-made fresh Pasta from scratch,
Risotto (with locally produced rice) and the original
Tiramisu, the world-famous sponge cake laced with

liqueur and coffee and sweet mascarpone cream.
After the cooking class you will enjoy your home-

cooked meal with the rest of the small group, sharing
with them the results of your experience while

tasting a glass of local wine. You'll also receive the
recipes, so you can recreate this Italian meal at home

for family and friends.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 10:00 am
Group: min 2 - max 10

Duration: 3.5 hours
Meeting: Verona, Via Ristori 7, in front of the theatre

 
Inclusions:

Professional chef
Ingredients

Use of apron
Lunch

Recipes

VERONA
RISOTTO & PASTA

COOKING CLASS

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

69 €

59 €

n.a.

n.a.

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

360 €

396 €

420€

456 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

LUNCH

INCLUDED

PROFESSIONAL

CHEF

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Verona, La Soffritta cooking school

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/risotto-cooking-class-verona/
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Enjoy this fun and kid-friendly class and learn to
make the artisanal Gelato from scratch. The chef will

cook alongside you, teach you and follow you step-
by-step to complete the recipes together. You’ll

really feel like home in our cozy kitchen and you’ll
learn what makes Italian Gelato so good. Get tips
and suggestions about basic Gelato and Sorbetto
techniques to enhance the natural flavors of the

ingredients.Follow the suggestions of the local chef
for choosing the best ingredients to make a perfect

and super tasty Gelato. Prepare fruits, spices and
other seasonal ingredients, learn some specific

techniques like churning or egg pasteurization. Mix
the ingredients and create the real work of art: your

artisanal Gelato is ready to freeze. During this
hands-on class you'll also learn the traditional recipe

to make the "Semifreddo", a delicious and super
yummy frozen dessert made with seasonal fresh

fruits and cream. When everything is ready you will
enjoy your hand-made desserts with the rest of the
small-group. During the class you'll also receive the

recipes, so you can create the yummy Gelato and
Semifreddo at home for your family and friends.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 3:30 pm
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 2 hours
Meeting: Verona, Via Ristori 7, in front of the theatre

 
Inclusions:

Professional chef
Ingredients

Use of apron
Gelato

Recipes

VERONA, GELATO
MAKING CLASS

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

39 €

29 €

15 €

FREE

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

210 €

236 €

264 €

292 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

GELATO

INCLUDED

PROFESSIONAL

CHEF

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Verona, La Soffritta cooking school

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/gelato-making-class/
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Meet the local guide in Verona city center, get on
board a comfortable van and start this relaxing

experience and head to Lake Garda. Reach Sirmione,
a breathtaking medieval hamlet, famous for the clear

waters, the beautiful castle and for the charming
palaces full of flowers. Once arrived, the lake will be

waiting for you: you'll enjoy a pleasant boat tour
around Sirmione peninsula to admire the beautiful
and elegant villas, the landscape and a part of the

Grotte di Catullo made of an ancient Roman villa at
the head of the village. Don't forget to bring your

camera! Sirmione is beautiful and so photogenic and
you can't miss the opportunity to take iconic photos

of this charming village. After this relaxing and
refreshing moment you'll start exploring the village
with your local expert that will show you the most

fascinating corners walking through the cobblestone
lanes and will tell you all about the history and local

culture of this peninsula town. Delve into the history
of the village and feel like living in the past by
walking through the charming streets and the

"botteghe". After the visit you'll have some free time
to go shopping or relax by the lake.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 9:00 am
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 4 hours
Meeting: Verona, Via Ristori 7, in front of the theatre

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Private transportation
Boat tour (depending on the weather)

SIRMIONE AND
LAKE GARDA TOUR

FROM VERONA

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

75 €

65 €

65 €

65 €

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

400 €

400 €

400 €

400 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

PRIVATE

TRANSPORTATION

BOAT TOUR

INCLUDED

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Verona, La Soffritta cooking school

Prices include agent commissions and taxes
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Meet the wine expert in Verona, explore the
Valpolicella valleys and taste local wines like the
famous Amarone and Ripasso in two traditional

wineries of Valpolicella region. During the journey
your local expert will tell you about the local wines

and the Valpolicella territory, stopping along the way
to see local vineyards and the beautiful hilly

landscape. The wine experience will continue with a
visit to a fascinating and family-run winery located in

the heart of Valpolicella. Here, the winemaker will
show you the wine cellar, tell you the secrets of the

production and you'll see where the wine is kept.
Then, you will enjoy a wine tasting, including the
great Amarone, paired with some local products.

After taking some stunning pictures of the cellar and
vineyards you will depart to reach the second winery

where you will have more tastings and compare the
perfumes of the wines. Here, the winemaker will

welcome you telling the story of the family-run
business and its value for the territory. The producer
will show you the barrels, the drying process and the

vineyards that create the unique and world-famous
Valpolicella wines. Finally, you’ll understand why

Verona is the wine capital of Italy: an incredible
territory made of small and high quality winemakers

who produce an amazing product with passion.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 2:30 pm
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 4 hours
Meeting: Verona, Via Ristori 7, in front of the theatre

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Private transportation
2 winery visits

2 wine tastings

AMARONE WINE TOUR
FROM VERONA

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

89 €

89 €

N.A.

N.A.

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

390 €

540 €

702 €

856 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

PRIVATE

TRANSPORTATION

2 WINE

TASTINGS

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Verona, Valpolicella

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/amarone-classico-wine-tour-verona/
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Meet the bike guide, your local insider, and leave the
city behind to delve into the charming countryside

surrounding Verona, where luxuriant vineyards and
breathtaking landscapes will be waiting for you.

Choose the eBike you prefer and start the easy and
amusing ride through gorgeous Amarone

vineyards.After a relaxing ride through the green
hills, you'll reach the fascinating and family-run

winery located in the heart of Valpolicella. Here, the
winemaker will welcome you telling the story of the

family-run business and its value for the territory.
The producer will show you the barrels, the drying

process and the vineyards that create the unique
and world-famous Valpolicella wines. Then, you will

enjoy a wine tasting, including the great Amarone,
paired with some local products. After some pictures
of the fascinating territory you’ll enjoy a comfortable

and panoramic eBike ride to go back to Verona city
center.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 9:00 am
Group: min 2 - max 10

Duration: 4 hours
Meeting: Verona, Via Madonna del Terraglio 5

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Use of e-Bike
Helmet

Winery visit
Wine tasting

AMARONE WINE
E-BIKE TOUR

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

75 €

65 €

N.A.

N.A.

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

340 €

460 €

582 €

712 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

EQUIPPED

E-BIKE

WINEry visit

and TASTING

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Verona, Valpolicella

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/amarone-countryside-ebike-tour/
https://waystours.com/experience/amarone-countryside-ebike-tour/


PRIVATE

TRANSPORTATION

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

680 €

960 €

1260 €

1544 €

Delve into the magical world of wine and follow your
local expert guide, a Veronese born and bred, during
a full-day tour through the areas of Amarone. Visit 2

traditional wineries, which will be selected by your
local expert guide according to your interests and

curiosities. Discover the family run businesses and
how wines are produced. You’ll visit a fascinating

and family-run winery located in the heart of
Valpolicella. Here, the winemaker will show you the

wine cellar, tell you the secrets of the production
and you'll see where the wine is kept. Then, you will

enjoy a wine tasting, including the great Amarone,
paired with some local products. After this first wine

experience the tour will continue enjoying a
traditional lunch in a selected trattoria with

homemade dishes and local products. After lunch
you’ll reach the second winery in a different part of

Valpolicella where the owner will tell you more
about the family traditions and show you the barrels,
the drying process and the vineyards that create the
unique and world-famous Valpolicella wines. After a

pleasant walk through the vineyards you’ll enjoy a
second wine tasting session to discover the aromas

coming from a unique soil.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 10:00 am
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 7 hours
Meeting: Verona, Via Ristori 7, in front of the theatre

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Private transportation
2 winery visits

2 wine tastings
Lunch

AMARONE WINE
GRAND TOUR

FROM VERONA

private GROUP

FULL DAY

PRIVATE TOUR

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Verona, Valpolicella

LUNCH

INCLUDED

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/amarone-wine-tour/
https://waystours.com/experience/amarone-wine-tour/


2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

1540 €

1740 €

1950 €

2160 €

PRIVATE

TRANSPORTATION

Meet your local guide and expert driver in Verona
city center and get ready to discover the Dolomites,

the UNESCO World Heritage site during one day.
First you’ll leave Verona and you’ll enter Valdadige, a

wide valley dug by the Adige river that flows from
the north. Admire the beautiful castles along the

valley such as Avio or Beseno and after a couple of
hours you will reach Val di Fassa, a wide-open valley

surrounded by mountain walls. This is the heart of
the UNESCO Dolomites, pass by picturesque villages

and admire the mountains all around you. You’ll see
the Catinaccio and Sassolungo groups until arriving

at Passo Pordoi, a 7345-feet-high pass. Next is an
exciting cable car ride to reach the top of the

mountain (depending on the season and weather -
10,341 feet): a stunning and one-of-a-kind

destination for a spectacular panoramic view.  Next
stop is a typical lunch in a selected restaurant or

rifugio (a mountain refuge that usually offers
traditional food). Here you can taste the local dishes

like canederli, polenta and Apfelstrudel. Finally,
reach a charming little village like Ortisei or Canazei

and stop for a relaxing stroll in the city center and
some free time before going back to Verona.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 8:30 am
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 10 hours
Meeting: Verona, Via Ristori 7, in front of the theatre

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Private transportation
Lunch

Funicular ticket

DOLOMITES DAY TRIP
FROM VERONA

private GROUP

FULL DAY

PRIVATE TOUR

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Dolomites, Passo Sella

LUNCH

INCLUDED

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/dolomites-day-tour/
https://waystours.com/experience/dolomites-day-tour/


2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

1600 €

1900 €

2220 €

2520 €

Meet with your guide in the heart of Verona and get
ready to start this beautiful day trip. Take a seat in

the private and comfortable van and enjoy a relaxing
day. After a little less than two hours you’ll reach

Venice and a bridge will lead you to the historic
centre of the lagoon ready to officially start your

experience in this unique city. Your guide will show
you the best of the city, walking through the narrow

streets called “calli” (pl. of “calle”). See the tiny and
picturesque canals, magic squares, and fascinating

corners of one of the most beautiful cities in the
world. We suggest you bring your camera! During

this day you will discover the secrets of local life and
important monuments such as San Marco basilica

and the Doge’s palace, Ponte di Rialto and the local
market, Ponte dei Sospiri (bridge of Sighs) and much

more! After a relaxing stroll to see the highlights of
this incredible city, it’s time to stop for lunch. Taste

some local products and traditional dishes while
drinking the authentic Prosecco wine coming from

the north of Venice. After lunch, enjoy some free
time in the city center to relax or go shopping before

heading back to Verona.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 8:30 am
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 10 hours
Meeting: Verona, Via Ristori 7, in front of the theatre

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Private transportation
Licensed guide

Gondola ride
Doge's palace ticket

St. Mark's basilica ticket
Venice walking tour

Lunch

VENICE DAY TRIP
FROM VERONA

private GROUP

FULL DAY

PRIVATE TOUR

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Venice, Ponte di Rialto

PRIVATE

TRANSPORTATION

LICENSED

CITY GUIDE

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/venice-day-tour/
https://waystours.com/experience/venice-day-tour/


2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

1600 €

1900 €

2220 €

2520 €

Meet your local expert in the morning and start this
amazing experience in the charming and world-

famous Lake Garda. Leave Verona behind and see
the landscape changing. Pass by Valpolicella, a

beautiful wine region boasting luxuriant vineyards
and farmlands. Your first stop will be Punta San
Vigilio, a charming paradise located near Garda,

surrounded by greenery and the clear waters of the
lake. Head to the village of Bardolino for a relaxing

stroll in the beautiful streets of this picturesque
village. Bardolino is a fascinating hamlet with

coloured boats along the shore and nice fashion
shops. After a walk you’ll enjoy a typical lunch by the

lake. After lunch, you will continue your tour
reaching Peschiera del Garda, a charming little village

in the south of the lake. Get on board on a private
motorboat and with a local boatman head to

Sirmione, a tiny Medieval village with a unique
Castle. Stroll in the tiny and picturesque streets of
this wonderful village, see Maria Callas’ house and

explore the medieval center. After this beautiful and
relaxing day tour you’ll go back to Verona.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 8:30 am
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 8 hours
Meeting: Verona, Via Ristori 7, in front of the theatre

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Private transportation
Lunch

Boat tour

LAKE GARDA DAY TRIP
FROM VERONA

private GROUP

FULL DAY

PRIVATE TOUR

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Lake Garda

PRIVATE

TRANSPORTATION

PRIVATE

BOAT TOUR

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/lake-garda-day-tour/
https://waystours.com/experience/lake-garda-day-tour/


2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

980 €

1160 €

1380 €

1560 €

Meet the local expert in Verona and start a day tour
to visit the beautiful territory between Verona and

Vicenza, in the heart of Veneto region. The Vlle
Palladiane or Ville Venete are famous all over the

world for the elegant architecture designed by
Andrea Palladio whose work inspired the structure
of buildings and palaces like the White House. In a
short time you’ll reach the first Villa. We will select

for you the most iconic and beautiful palaces among
dozens that populate the territory. Fascinating

columns, luxuriant gardens, elegant frescoes and
much more, that’s the essence of this day tour.

Created with a Palladian style, these private
buildings owned by Venetian aristocrats are the
hidden gems in a very authentic territory, barely

touched by international tourism. After a lunch break
in the countryside or in a beautiful village to taste

local and traditional dishes and wines, you’ll head to
the second villa. Refined and unique styles embellish
the building painted by famous artists like Tiepolo or
Veronese. This day tour is an unmissable experience

to get in touch with the Italian beauty.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 8:30 am
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 8 hours
Meeting: Verona, Via Ristori 7, in front of the theatre

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Private transportation
2 Palladian villa guided tours

Lunch

Palladian Villas
Day TRIP

from Verona

private GROUP

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Vicenza, Villa La Rotonda

FULL DAY

PRIVATE TOUR

UNESCO

HERITAGE

PRIVATE

TRANSPORTATION

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/palladian-villas-day-tour-from-verona/
https://waystours.com/experience/palladian-villas-day-tour-from-verona/
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